Take Me: The Complete Series (Power Play Series)

From USA Today Bestselling and Amazon
Top 100 Author, Kelly Harper The Power
Play series is a steamy novella series about
the love triangle between Hannah Barnes
and bad boy billionaire Isaac Drake and her
rich boss Declan Cross. What happens
when two bad boy billionaires are out for
revenge but fall for the same girl? Take
Me: Part 1 Hannah Barnes has just
returned to New York City after finishing
business school at Harvard. She has one
goal on her mind: to return to the company
her dad started when she was just a little
girl, and find a way to make him proud.
This has been the sole focus of her life for
the last few years, and shes finally almost
there. When Isaac Drake comes crashing
into her life, its everything she can do to
keep her focus. He pushes her in ways she
never thought possible, and infuriates her
in ways that scare her. His sex is mind
blowing. But she knows it can never be
anything more. A chance encounter, a one
time fling, quickly turns into a lust-filled
battle for dominance when she discovers
that Isaac Drake is more than just the guy
she took home from the bar. But what
scares her most is the realization that he
might be more than just the guy she needs
in her bed, he might be the guy she needs
in her life. Take Me: Part 2 Hannahs just
come back to New York and shes already
embroiled in a whirlwind romance with the
Sexy Brit, Isaac Drake. Shes supposed to
be focusing on her career, but instead she
cant help but mix business with pleasure.
Shes seen what happens when you bare
your heart to someone, and shes promised
shell never let that happen to her. But the
Sexy Brit seems to know the way to her
heart, and shes powerless to stop him. As
Hannah struggleds to keep her wits about
her she discovers something that changes
absolutely everything she thought she
knew, and her entire world is torn apart.
Take Me: Part 3 Hannah has gotten mixed
up in a hot romance with the Sexy Brit,
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Isaac Drake. Hes everything shes never
realized shes wanted, and now shes faced
with the biggest decision of her life. Ever
since her father passed away shes dreamed
of carrying on his legacy. When she
discovers that the company is on the verge
of collapse she knows what she has to do.
But is she going to be able to keep her
emotions in check long enough to seal the
deal? Take Me: Part 4 Hannahs world has
been rocked. The man she thought she
could trust has been lying to her all along,
and the man she is falling for was in on it
the whole time. Isaac Drake and Declan
Cross have more secrets than she ever
realized, and shes left to try and pick up the
pieces. All shes ever wanted was to follow
in her fathers footsteps, but when the Sexy
Brit confesses something to her, shes left
with the toughest decision of her life
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